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Taking summer adventure
to new heights.

360º OF TOPTOBOTTOM ADVENTURE.
Whistler takes summer fun to places you’ve
never been. Board the Guinness World Recordbreaking PEAK 2 PEAK Gondola and experience
over 50 km of hiking trails, mountaintop
dining, sunset barbecues, bear viewing and
more. Head to the valley and feel the rush of
whitewater rafting or zip-lining over a raging
river, then marvel at our postcard lakes and
beaches, miles of walking and biking trails, four
championship golf courses, and the awesome

PEAK 2 PEAK 360 TICKET

dining choices) in our spectacular resort

$

village. It’s a summer experience like no other,
just a scenic 90 minutes from Vancouver.

1-888-632-3022
whistlerblackcomb.com
2
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58*

Purchase 2+ days in advance to save

LODGING
starting
from

$99**

per
night

Minimum 3 night stay

Offers are subject to availability and may change without notice. Taxes and fees are extra, some
restrictions may apply. *$58 rate is based on regular season rate booked 2+ days in advance. Walk-up
regular season rate is $63. Offer valid May 26 - Oct 8, 2018. **Starting from is an average rate per night
based on two adults sharing a studio for 3 nights, valid June 1 - October 31, 2018. Offer available at
participating properties only and is subject to change without notice. Other packages available for dates
throughout the summer season, please inquire for details.

p: Robin O’Neill

vibe (not to mention endless shopping and
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Where the west is still plenty wild.
Sail through pristine glacial fjords between Port Hardy and Bella Coola into the heart of
The Great Bear Rainforest. Marvel at majestic grizzlies as they fish in the Atnarko and
Bella Coola Rivers. Or hike to one of many alpine lakes to discover rugged landscapes
and spectacular lookouts.
Our travel experts can help you plan your perfect Central Coast getaway, including
hotel, ferry and activities.

FROM

$

*

949
PER PERSON/DBL. OCC.

GREAT BEAR CIRCLE TOUR (SELF-DRIVE) INCLUDES:
· 6-nights’ hotel
· Grizzly bear tour in Bella Coola (seasonal)†
· 2 sailings: Metro Vancouver to Vancouver Island and
Port Hardy to Bella Coola

Three easy ways to book:
· bcferries.com/vacations
· 1-888-BC FERRY Ext. 3
· Visit us at 1010 Canada Place, Vancouver, BC
*Plus GST and surcharges. Prices quoted are per person in Canadian dollars based on double occupancy and include one-way ferry from Metro Vancouver to Vancouver Island and one-way ferry from
Port Hardy to Bella Coola for two adults and one car. Valid for new bookings only. All offers based on availability. Some restrictions apply. †Grizzly bear tour is offered from August 15 – October 1,
2018. BC Reg. 48839.
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Emissions from

Emissions from
natural gas

Emissions
from diesel

633 cars

Clear skies.
Smooth sailing.
A BC Ferries vessel crosses the Salish sea for most of
the day and night, every day of the year. That takes
a lot of fuel.
FortisBC supplies the liquefied natural gas (LNG) for
three Salish Class ferries, helping reduce fuel costs
and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions every day.
For each Salish Class ferry now using LNG,
BC Ferries has reduced CO2 emissions by about
3,000 metric tonnes per year. That’s the same as
removing 633 passenger vehicles from our
roads annually.*

* Assumes an average annual consumption of 3,800 gigajoules (GJ) for an LNG truck
with a carbon intensity of 63,260 gCO2e/GJ. This equates to approximately 240 tonnes
of greenhouse gas emissions compared with 355 tonnes from a diesel equivalent
(93,550 gCO2e/GJ).

That’s energy at work.
fortisbc.com/future

FortisBC Energy Inc. uses the FortisBC name and logo under license from Fortis Inc (18-028.20 02/2018)
18-028.20_BC_Ferries_Onboard_Ad-PP2.indd 1

3/1/2018 11:18:03 AM
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SPECTACULAR BY NATURE
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Discover the charms of BC’s Central Coast through the
eyes of four locals who call the region home.
8
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BY JULIA WILLIAMS

AT T H E H E L M

commuters and tourists to their
destinations and keeps passengers
safe — Collins knows customers
are the company’s heart. He hasn’t
forgotten what it’s like to wait all
night at a Newfoundland ferry
terminal.
“I always think about the way
I like to be treated,” he says. “Let’s
see if we can make every customer
happy in the same way.”
Right now, he’s excited about
a new project that will aim to
improve the experience for
customers as they travel through
BC Ferries terminals.
Collins says his father taught
him to sail when he taught him to
walk, and he has done the same for
his own three children. He doesn’t
have a lot of free time, but the little
time he does have, he spends with
his family, on his motorbike and —
of course — exploring the coast in
his own small boat. “I like my time
on the water,” he says. ■

| MARK

BC Ferries CEO Mark Collins never forgets what ferries
mean to the communities they serve.

M

ark Collins remembers, as a boy, making trips to the grocery store with
his mother after winter ice had blocked ferry service to Newfoundland for
weeks on end. Without the ferry, the island had no supply of fresh produce.
“My mother used to hunt for the least rotten vegetables,” Collins says. “From an
early age, I understood that ferries are critical.”

Collins has swapped the East
Coast for the West Coast, but his
love of the ocean is a constant;
he spent his career as a marine
engineer and executive before
joining BC Ferries in 2004. In the
spring of 2017, after roles as vicepresident of strategic planning and
community engagement, and vicepresident of engineering, Collins
became the company’s CEO. He’s
in charge of the long-term health
of BC Ferries — calibrating plans,
making sure the right people are in
the right positions and overseeing
vessels, terminals and financing.
It’s a huge job, but Collins can’t
believe how much fun he’s having.

8

“The job is about solving
problems, and it’s enjoyable to help
others succeed,” he says.
In his first year as CEO, Collins
has worked with the BC Ferries
team and coastal communities
to add sailings and modify
schedules for certain routes. The
Comox-Powell River and Denman
Island-Hornby Island routes have
gained much-needed sailings. Work
has also been done to improve the
on-time performance of vessels
for commuters in the community
of Langdale on the Sunshine Coast
who rely on sailings to and from
Horseshoe Bay.
Collins knows changes like
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these can make a big difference to
communities on the coast. He plans
to delight customers in smaller
ways too, by empowering frontline
employees to be creative and
flexible in customer interactions.
“If a customer spills his bowl
of soup on the deck, give him a
new one straight away. The people
with the answers are our frontline
employees. There are hundreds of
ways they can make a customer’s
day,” Collins says. He’s proud of the
enthusiasm with which employees
are embracing this approach.
While he never loses sight of
the procedural side of the ferry
business — the side that delivers

CO L L I N S ' COA S T

Five favourite places and
sights on the West Coast.

1

2

3

4

5

Best brunch spot in Victoria
“No hesitation — Shine Cafe on
Blanshard Street. It’s definitely my
go-to spot.”
Top lookout point in coastal BC
“Mount Work [a regional park about
40 minutes from Victoria]. If you hike
to the peak you’ll see a wonderful
view of the Saanich Inlet.”
Best place on the Central Coast
“Ocean Falls in the Great Bear
Rainforest is a very intriguing
community. Take rain gear!”
Favourite West Coast sailing spot
“Princess Louisa Inlet near the
head of the Jervis Inlet. It’s never
been logged, and the only way in
is by boat or airplane. It’s remote,
it’s pristine, and it’s just the most
beautiful place on Earth.”
Top weekend escape destination
“Hornby Island — best beach and
best coffee on the coast!”

Photo courtesy BC Ferries

| PROFILE |
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THE SUNSHINE COAST
Exquisite views
along the
Sunshine Coast Trail.

BY JOHN LEE

WEEKEND ESCAPE

S

eparated from BC’s Lower Mainland by an
island-studded ocean and a chorus of craggy
peaks, the Sunshine Coast feels far removed
from big-city life. But, with the Langdale ferry terminal just 40 minutes from West Vancouver’s

|

F R I DAY

|

3 PM GRASSROOTS ARTS
Arrive mid-afternoon and kick off
your weekend by exploring the
Sunshine Coast’s creative side along
the Gibsons Landing waterfront.
Stroll the dock to Sa Boothroyd’s
cabin-like studio of quirky
paintings; peruse the latest exhibit
at Gibsons Public Art Gallery; or
grab a Purple Banner flyer from the
Visitor Centre to plot stops at the
many studios throughout the region.

10

Horseshoe Bay — and communities that are threaded
along Highway 101 — this laid-back region is an
ideal easy-access spot for a weekend break. Here’s an
insider’s itinerary to help you make the most of your
time away.

4:30 PM MARKET FUEL-UP
Embrace some even tastier artistry
at Gibsons Public Market, a hub
of small-batch purveyors selling
cheese, seafood and more. Savour
a coffee at Bowen Island Roasting
Company, then pay a visit to
the Nicholas Sonntag Marine
Education Centre.
7 PM EVENING PADDLE
Expect peaceful quietude and
pyrotechnic skies on a sunset tour
with Sunshine Kayaking along the
Gibsons shoreline.
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9 PM COASTAL BREWS
Back on dry land, visit The 101
Brewhouse + Distillery, a woodbeamed haunt with a serious beer

fixation. Chase a four-glass sampler
of house-made brews with some
smoked brisket tacos or a slowroasted pork Cubano sandwich.

Surfing the
Skookumchuk
Narrows rapids.

|

S U N DAY

|

9 AM HERITAGE STROLL
Explore Powell River’s yesteryear Townsite
area, complete with handsome arts and crafts
buildings from its golden pulp-and-paper-mill
heyday. Don’t miss the gabled Old Courthouse
Inn, now an antiques-packed hotel and
inviting breakfast spot.
10 AM GET OUTSIDE
The 180-km Sunshine Coast Trail is a naturehugging gem studded with memorable
hiking paths and viewpoints. Dip into it from
here via the Inland Lake area, a Powell River
favourite. Alternatively, rent a bike from
Suncoast Cycles and check out the Duck Lake
area’s bike trails.

| S AT U R DAY |

Facing page: courtesy Sunshine Coast Tourism, by Andrew Strain (top); courtesy sunshinecoastcanada.com, by Barry Haynes (bottom)
This page: Kelly Funk Photography (top); iStockphoto.com (centre); Raissa Wadden (bottom)

9 AM BRUNCH VISTA
Aim for a sought-after deck table
at Gibsons’ tiny Drift Cafe & Bistro,
complete with lofty coastline
views. Polish off your eggs Benedict
then hit the road.
10:30 AM HOBBIT-VILLE
Just 12 km away, Roberts Creek’s
shingle-sided buildings suggest
a woodsy Hobbit hamlet. Fuel up
at the rustic Gumboot Cafe, then
wander downhill to the shoreline,
pausing to peruse the kaleidoscopic
Community Mandala painted on
the road.
12 PM MARKET WANDER
The Lower Sunshine Coast’s largest
community, Sechelt (11 km past
Roberts Creek), hosts the region’s
biggest Farmers’ & Artisans’
Market. Drop by (from Apr. to Sept.)
for local produce, baked treats and
one-of-a-kind souvenirs.
2 PM LEG-STRETCH
Powell River is your final
destination today, but there’s

S|

2 PM GRAB A GROWLER
Colonizing a former brick-built post office,
Townsite Brewing is popular with thirsty
locals replenishing their growlers and
sampling an ever-evolving roster of brews.
Perch on a stool here, toast your Sunshine
Coast caper with a Tin Hat IPA and plan your
three-hour designated driver trip back to the
Langdale ferry terminal for an evening ferry
to Horseshoe Bay. ■

plenty to do along Highway 101
before you reach what the locals call
Powtown, starting with Smuggler
Cove Marine Provincial Park. A
local favourite with hiking trails
for all levels, its scenic strolls are
studded with birdlife and lichenbearded branches.
4:30 PM BOAT TRIP
Embrace adventure on a
Sunshine Coast Tours one-hour
boat excursion to the churning
Skookumchuck Narrows rapids,

GET TING THERE WITH BC FERRIES

a natural phenomenon where
tides surging under great pressure
create turbulent whirlpools. It’s
a fun, sometimes white-knuckle
ride where you’ll learn just how
powerful Mother Nature can be.
9 PM UPPER COAST
Hop on the 50-minute Earls Cove
to Saltery Bay ferry for the scenic
journey to the Upper Sunshine
Coast. Continue along Highway 101
for half-an-hour to Powell River —
and a late dinner at Coastal Cookery.

|
VANCOUVER (Horseshoe Bay) –
SUNSHINE COAST (Langdale)
Crossing time: 40 MINUTES

The first stop on your weekend escape itinerary,
Gibsons Landing is a 10-minute drive from the
Langdale ferry terminal along the scenic Marine
Drive. This is your gateway to the spectacular
Sunshine Coast.

FOR SAILING SCHEDULES AND RESERVATIONS VISIT bcferries.com
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Discover Read Local BC selections and other BC reads in BC Ferries
Passages Gift Shops and a our local bookstore. Explore ReadLocalBC.ca for more BC titles,
glimpses behind the scenes, interviews, event listings, excerpts, and recommended reads.

ReadLocalBC.ca

@ReadLocalBC

We acknowledge the financial support of the Government of Canada through the Canada Book Fund for this project.
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| ACCO M M O DAT I O N S |

B Y J O A N N E S A S VA R I

all around, you don’t even need
to leave your cozy, rustic-elegant
room to view the wildlife. “We don’t
pretend to be five-star,” McGrady
says, “but we’re very comfortable.”
farewellharbour.com

H A I DA H O U S E
AT T L L A A L
HAIDA GWAII

U N I Q U E S TAY S

F

rom spherical tree houses to urban ping-pong parlours,
these four accommodation options offer West Coast
experiences you won’t forget.
FREE SPIRIT
SPHERES

Clockwise from top left: Kerry Maguire; courtesy Farewell Harbour Lodge; courtesy indigenousBC.com

QUALICUM BAY

Imagine sleeping in a cocooning
orb, gently swaying in a forest
canopy. Now meet Eve, Eryn,
Melody, Luna and Gwynn, five
spherical tree houses created and
managed by Vancouver Island
craftsman Tom Chudleigh.
Each sphere is slightly different,
but all have beautifully handcrafted
interiors and windows that look out
across the towering forest. They
are suspended by a sturdy rigging
system and accessible by walkways
and stairs, making this as close to a
treetop nest as you can possibly get.
freespiritspheres.com

H OT E L Z E D
VICTORIA

As you drive into Victoria, you can’t
help but notice the vivid purple,
tangerine, lime and turquoise hues
of the retro-inspired Hotel Zed.
Looks like fun, you might think to
yourself — and you’d be right.
In 2014, Accent Inns’ CEO Mandy

Farmer decided to update one of
their older motels in mid-20thcentury modern style, with bright
colours, rotary phones and a VW
bus named Doris. What she created
was not just a place to sleep: during
your stay, you can play in the
ping-pong lounge, enjoy brunch in
The Ruby restaurant, slip down the
“Zedinator” water slide or even stay
in a retrofitted Airstream trailer.
hotelzed.com

FA R E W E L L
H A R B O U R LO D G E
BERRY ISLAND

“A wildlife wonderland.” That’s how
Tim McGrady describes Farewell
Harbour Lodge. As managing
partner of the property, he never
gets tired of his surroundings.
“We’re right in the heart of the
Broughton Archipelago, the largest
marine park in BC,” he says. “We
have marine mammals on our front
doorstep and grizzlies on our back
doorstep.”
Located near the northern
tip of Vancouver Island, the
12-room lodge is an all-inclusive
destination known for exceptional
whale-watching, bear viewing and
culture tours. With dramatic nature

It’s a long way to the remote
archipelago of Haida Gwaii. But
once there, you'll be awed by this
magical place. “There is something
different about Haida Gwaii,” says
Joelle Rabu, general manager of
Haida House. “I really believe it’s the
thousands of years of a culture that
is having a resurgence.”

One of the best places to
discover that culture is at Haida
House at Tllaal, located halfway
between Masset and Skidegate.
The 10-bedroom inn is completely
Haida-owned; Haida operate its
cultural tours and excursions and
work in the restaurant, which is
considered one of the best in the
area. Plus, each room in the inn is
filled with evocative Haida artwork.
“It’s all completely authentic,”
Rabu says. “It’s what makes Haida
House so endearing; visitors feel
like they’re in someone’s home.”
haidahouse.com ■
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DINING WELL
B Y J E N N I F E R D O R OZ I O
P H OTO G R A P H Y B Y R E B ECC A W E L L M A N

BRUNCH IN VICTORIA

T

o many, there is no greater weekend joy
than whiling away the late-morning hours
over a perfectly prepared meal. Locals and
visitors to Victoria know this all too well.
The city is heralded as the Brunch Capital of Canada

14
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and is home to a multitude of restaurants offering variations of brunch fare. Here, Rebecca Wellman, author
of the recently published First, We Brunch: Recipes
and Stories from Victoria's Best-Loved Breakfast Joints,
shares her top local picks.

S

FOR A B U DG ETFRIEN DLY OP TION

“Tonolli’s Deli is awesome,
especially the French Baked Eggs
with white truffle cream. I also love
Picnic, because it’s got a good price
point, but it also has these really
great, very different brunch items
[including creative salads] on the
weekend, which is nice to see.”

S

S

“Consider places like Floyd’s
Diner, Blue Crab Seafood House
or Zambri’s because they are
bigger spaces and they are able
to accommodate large groups. At
Zambri’s, try the Uovo Fritto con
Spaghetti Aglio Olio Peperoncino,
which is topped with a fried egg.
You’ll be eating it for dinner later
that night!”

S

FOR A
FA MILY- FRIEN DLY
B RU NCH

FOR V EG A N FRIEN DLY CHOICES

FOR A ROM A NTIC
B RU NCH

“Try Vis à Vis — the Le Grande
Breakfast Bowl [with pulled duck
confit] is amazing.”

“My top choice is Be Love. Anything
at Be Love is a winner, but you must
try their Green Bowl.

“Charlotte & the Quail is a beautiful
place to go. It’s tucked into The
Gardens at the Horticulture Centre
of the Pacific. I love the Green Pie
— it’s a daily creation, a crustless
quiche.” ■

FOR A U NIQU E M EN U

“Fishhook has a great brunch scene,
and its menu items are a little
different. Go for the Mermaid Thali,
which has a huge assortment of
local, sustainable cured hot and cold
smoked fish.”
FOR A
CELEB R ATORY M E A L

Photo of Rebecca Wellman by Jennifer Armstrong

“Marina Restaurant. It’s a nice
destination for family celebrations,
and it’s on the water, so it’s
gorgeous. Opt for the buffet, which
features lots of fresh seafood.”

S

FOR A S PLU RG EWORTHY TR E AT

FOR A N IN S TAG R A M WORTHY PL ATE

FOR A COZ Y PL ACE
TO E AT

“There are so many really brilliant
chefs in Victoria that do these
beautiful plates. The Ruby is
fantastic. Also, Agrius Restaurant,
Northern Quarter, Part and Parcel,
and Ruth & Dean — Ruth & Dean’s
breakfast sandwich is lovely.”

“I’m going to say Mo:Lé; it’s been
around for 13 or 14 years and it’s
just a really cozy, cool place to
hang out. Mo’s Biscuit is always on
the menu and is such a classic and
delicious dish for brunch.

FOR M EMOR A B LE
EGG S

“Agrius, Fantastico bar-deli,
and CANOE Brewpub have
seasonal patios. Check out Agrius
Restaurant’s organic Rye and Barley
Grain Bowl with a sunny egg.”

“Saveur Restaurant’s Huevos
Rancheros are some of the best
in town.”

GET TING THERE WITH BC FERRIES

VANCOUVER (Tsawwassen) –
VICTORIA (Swartz Bay)
Crossing time: 1 HOUR, 35 MINUTES

R E B ECC A W E L L M A N

FOR PATIO DINING

Opposite page: Zambri’s Uovo Fritto con Spaghetti Aglio
Olio Peperoncino is the perfect comfort-food brunch dish.

S|

|

A Victoria resident since 2004, Rebecca Wellman is a
food and lifestyle photographer and a true-blue brunch
aficionado. In First, We Brunch (published 2017), she
showcases stories and iconic recipes from some of Victoria’s
best-loved brunch spots. For more information, visit
rebeccawellman.ca.

|

Sail across the Salish Sea, through the Gulf Islands and Active Pass, on your way to Swartz Bay on
Vancouver Island. Choose from up to 17 round-trip sailings daily. During the summer, sailings start
at 6:00 am, giving you plenty of time to explore Victoria and find the ultimate spot for brunch!

FOR SAILING SCHEDULES AND RESERVATIONS VISIT bcferries.com
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DRINK IN
COASTAL LIFE

®/TM Coca-Cola Ltd., used under license.
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| M E M O R A B L E A DV E N T U R E S |

B Y H A N S TA M M E M AG I

SHARING
CULTURES
This summer, explore some
of the many Indigenous-led
experiences that await you
around Vancouver Island.

i

’m in a small tour boat near the northern end
of Vancouver Island when six orcas cruise past,
their sleek dorsal fins slicing through the waves.
“Aboriginals consider orcas guardians of the
sea,” says Mike Willie of the Musgamakw Dzawada’enuxw
First Nation and owner of Sea Wolf Adventures in Port McNeill. “When a hunter dies, he’s transformed into an orca.”
This is just a tiny portion of the many cultural insights
Willie shares during our wildlife-viewing tour of the Broughton Archipelago. As we sail along, his reverence for nature
shines through, as does his desire to further the offerings and

impact of Indigenous-based tourism experiences in the area.
“We have a different kind of capitalism [here]. I will cut my
pay so relatives can work,” says Willie. “As Aboriginal tourism
grows, I want to inspire more of our people to get into it.”
Indeed, in my own long-time quest to delve deep into
coastal BC culture, it has become increasingly clear that the
Indigenous peoples on and around Vancouver Island are
excited to share their rich traditions through an ever-increasing variety of tours, attractions and legendary sites. Following
are just a handful of suggestions for notable places to visit and
experiences to relish.
onboardmagazine.ca | 2018
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On the west side of Vancouver
Island, where large waves break
dramatically on stunning sandy
beaches, sits the booming town of
Tofino, home to Roy Henry Vickers’
iconic art gallery, Eagle Aerie.
Built 30 years ago by Vickers, with
the help of his family and a local
Indigenous carver, the structure
resembles a traditional Northwest
Coast longhouse. Inside, its walls
are adorned with Vickers’ paintings,
prints and carvings.

C E L E B R AT I O N
I N V I C TO R I A
An acclaimed artist, Vickers is
also a celebrated storyteller. Try
to time your gallery visit so that it
coincides with one of his regularly
scheduled storytelling sessions.
Gather with other visitors around
the centre pit of the longhouse,
surrounded by paintings, canoes
and huge cedar beams, then
close your eyes and listen to
Vickers’ deep, raspy voice as he
shares fascinating legends of the
Northwest Coast.
NEARBY ATTRACTION

Climb into a traditional cedar
dugout canoe for a special Coastal
Canoe Tour of Clayoquot Sound, led
by a Nuu-chah-nulth guide who will
provide a First Nations perspective
of the area, including interpretation
about the ecology, history and
culture. (Visit tofinopaddle.com for
more information.)

Victoria has a variety of memorable,
Indigenous-focused attractions,
including the First Peoples Gallery
in the Royal British Columbia
Museum, where vivid exhibits lead
you through centuries of Indigenous
history and culture in BC.
The museum also hosts the
annual three-day Aboriginal
Cultural Festival (held each June),
which is among the best and most
energetic showcases of Indigenous
culture in Canada. Join the immense
crowd as dance groups from the
two host nations (the Esquimalt
and Songhees nations) and many
traditional territories around
Vancouver Island don colourful
masks to bring real and symbolic
creatures to life on stage. Faces are
fierce with paint, rattles jangle,
spears are shaken and drums and
throaty songs boom.
The festival also includes a
marketplace that sells authentic

Indigenous works, a dining area
where you can sample traditional
fare (including fry-bread) and
educational tours of Thunderbird
Park with its 12 towering totems.

NEARBY ATTRACTION

An hour’s drive north of Victoria,
Duncan was designated The City
of Totems in 1986 after raising
80 totem poles to honour the
Quw’utsun people. Throughout the
downtown core, and just outside
of it, yellow footprints on the
sidewalks will lead you from totem
to totem. Don’t miss Cedar Man
Walking Out of the Log, which is
deemed the world’s widest totem
pole (1.8 metres in diameter).

A N C I E N T H I S TO RY
O N Q UA D R A
On Quadra Island, in the village of
Cape Mudge, you’ll find a treasure
house of Indigenous artifacts
18
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and history at the Nuyumbalees
Cultural Centre. It was first opened
in 1987, with the primary mission
of revitalizing the Kwakwaka’wakw
culture and repatriating artifacts
from the Sacred Potlatch Collection.
Wander the centre’s main and
upper galleries to gaze at more than
500 ceremonial pieces (including 16
totem poles) on display; each piece
in the collection has a connection to
a member in the community.
Cultural artifacts of a different
form can be found just outside the
centre and all over Quadra; keep
your eyes open for more than
100 ancient petroglyphs carved
onto boulders. Dated between
2,500 and 3,500 years old, these
petroglyphs are testimony to
the millennia that Indigenous
peoples have thrived here.
NEARBY ATTRACTION

In Campbell River on Vancouver
Island (a 10-minute ferry ride from
Quadra), visit the stunning First
Nations hall at the Campbell River
Museum, which includes a variety
of artifacts that span 9,000 years,
as well as the Treasures of Siwidi
presentation, in which 25 masks
are illuminated one at a time as an
Elder tells the story of an ancestor
named Siwidi who embarked on an
undersea quest and encountered a
variety of supernatural creatures. ■

This page, clockwise
from left: Tofino’s
Eagle Aerie Gallery,
a performer at
Victoria’s Aboriginal
Cultural Festival,
Thunderbird Park, a
Coastal Canoe Tour
on Clayoquot Sound.
Previous page,
clockwise from
left: totems at
the Royal British
Columbia Museum,
a Lekwungen dancer
at the Aboriginal
Cultural Festival,
paddling on a T’ashii
Paddle School
Harbour Tour, a
totem in Duncan, on
the water with Sea
Wolf Adventures, a
performance at Sea
Wolf Adventures.
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| W H A L E- WATC H I N G |

B Y J E S S I C A N ATA L E W O O L L A R D

C

oastal BC waters are
home to five species
of whale. Here, we bring you a
little more information on these
giants of the sea.
H U M P B AC K
NOTABLE FEATURES

NOTABLE FEATURES

NOTABLE FEATURES

Longest flippers of all
cetaceans; small bumps on
the head, jaw and along
flippers; large fluke (tail)
with a unique pattern
underneath.

Second biggest living animal (blue whale is first) in
the Northern hemisphere,
weighing up to 90,000 kg.

A narrow, sharply-pointed
snout, and a white band
on each flipper.

GREY

BEHAVIOUR Minkes
are usually seen alone,
and they often
return to the same
feeding ground.

NOTABLE FEATURES

A hump and a few bumps
in place of a dorsal fin; two
blowholes (that can create
a heart-shaped blow).
BEHAVIOUR Greys
forage on the seabed and
swim steadily day and
night during migration.
FUN FACT They’re only
found in the North Pacific
Ocean.

FUN FACT

Their
vocalizations can reach up
to 152 decibels — that’s
as loud as a jet plane’s
takeoff.
SPOT THEM

Though
present along the entire
BC coast, minkes are difficult to spot and generally
go undetected, thanks to
a low profile in the water.

SPOT THEM Along
BC’s Central Coast near
Bella Bella and Haida
Gwaii and the west coast
of Vancouver Island (from
Feb. to Apr.).

20
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BEHAVIOUR

They
live mostly alone, and
migrate south to breed in
one of longest migrations
of all mammals, around
4,800 km.
FUN FACT Males sing
complex songs that can
last between 10 and
30 minutes.
SPOT THEM The best
time to see them is from
May to Oct. anywhere
along the BC coast.

FIN

BEHAVIOUR Fin
whales are fast swimmers,
and they live alone or in
small groups.
FUN FACT Their throat
pleats expand when
feeding to allow them to
engulf their body mass of
water and fish.
SPOT THEM Sightings
have been recorded yearround, mostly in offshore
waters like Hecate Strait
and Queen Charlotte
Sound.

ORC A
NOTABLE FEATURES

Black colour dorsally,
white ventrally, with
white patches behind the
eyes; tall, erect dorsal fin.
BEHAVIOUR Three
distinct ecotypes that
don’t associate with each
other: residents, transients
and offshores. The
“killer” term that is often
applied to orcas is for the
transients, who feed on
marine mammals.
FUN FACT They are
the largest member of the
oceanic dolphin family
(Delphinidae).
SPOT THEM Spot
southern resident orcas
from the middle of
Vancouver Island down. ■
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UCLUELET
BY K ARIN OL AFSON
P H OTO G R A P H Y B Y D O U G L A S L U D W I G

T

MEET
OYSTER JIM

wenty years ago, the forest around Ucluelet was so
thick and untouched that it was impossible to see
the ocean. “Oyster” Jim Martin changed that. He’s
the man behind the Wild Pacific Trail, a network
of accessible gravel paths that cuts through dense forest and
offers panoramic views of the Pacific Ocean.
It’s an overcast day when I set out
to explore Ucluelet’s Wild Pacific Trail.
I’m at the start of the Lighthouse Loop
route, where it’s silent and still, until a
low rumble comes from the road. Coming toward me is a man with a silver
beard, riding on a camo-coloured quad
and wearing a high-visibility vest, big
black galoshes and a neon baseball cap
with “Wild Pacific Trail” woven into it.
“I’m Oyster Jim,” he says, then gives
me a wide gap-toothed grin and a hug.
Oyster Jim Martin is the visionary
behind the Wild Pacific Trail, the
8-kilometre trail that’s now Ucluelet’s
number one attraction for locals and
visitors alike. He’s become something
of a local legend in recent years —
especially after being awarded the Meritorious Service Medal from Canada’s
Governor General in June 2017. Everyone from the town’s service staff to the
mayor know him.
Before we explore sections of the trail
together, Martin explains how he wound
up in “Ukee.” He visited his relatives in
Clayoquot Sound for one month at a
time every summer for nine years in a
row, until he finally moved here from
Colorado in 1979. He acquired his nickname because of his trade: he worked as
an oyster farmer, and was the only one in
town with his own personal plant.
After just one year in Ukee, Martin
started to put together a plan to build
an accessible and free public trail in the
area. “I spent lots of my time out on the
headland because I was determined to
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catch salmon off the rocks,” he says.
“And that’s where I first recognized
the outstanding perspective from the
shoreline that you just can’t get from a
boat or a plane. I saw that this was the
perfect place for a trail.”
Martin advocated for the trail for
16 years and only got approval to begin
building in 1996, when the town’s resource-based economy was suffering.
“We were really bruised after 1993,
and our energy was down,” says Dianne
St. Jacques, the mayor of Ucluelet. “Jim
came along with the vision for the trail
and pitched it to us as a great community amenity, but also a very valuable tool
for our economy.”
Pointing at the seemingly impenetrable forest, Martin explains how he
went about building the trail. “I crawled
through the bush — in some places I
couldn’t even set foot because it was just
too thick,” he says, explaining how he
then used a chainsaw and mini excavator to clear a trail. “I worked my way
along until I reached a spot that was
impossible for a gravel trail to be built.
Then I came at it from another direction
and connected them however I had to.”
Martin approached the trail’s
creation with two criteria in mind: to
maintain contact with the ocean as
much as possible, and to knock down
as few trees as possible. He continued
to build sections of trail on his own for
almost two decades, completing the
final loop in 2015.
The remarkable trail winds mostly

through the wilderness, showcasing
the varied, rugged beauty of the Pacific
Northwest at every turn. And Martin is
still improving and adding to it.
It’s low tide when we start exploring
the Lighthouse Loop. Martin points out
the twisting cedars, the coastal Sitka
spruces and trees swept sideways by
winds so strong they’re frozen at odd angles. “It’s called krumholtz,” says Martin.
He adds that visitors have a good
chance of seeing animals — like sea
lions, seals, sea otters and whales —
from the numerous viewpoints and
cedar benches, all constructed by him,
dotted along the path.
We end up at a viewpoint Martin
calls Wedding Point, located past the

TRANSCEND THE
CONVENTIONAL.
Modular luxury homes that are move
in ready in as little as 6 months.

“There’s not one
best spot. The
whole trail is
like a jewelled
necklace.”
— Oyster Jim Martin

Amphitrite Point Lighthouse. Its panoramas are so picturesque that it’s become
a popular wedding destination. Martin
says it’s one of his favourite spots, but
points out that he has many.
“There’s not one best spot,” he says
with a smile. “The whole trail is like a
jewelled necklace.”
Later, I walk through more of the
Wild Pacific Trail’s seven loops. I hike
past Terrace Beach’s sandy shores, past
the tide pools at Big Beach, and watch
the waves crash on the rocky shore from
a viewing deck.
Oyster Jim Martin created a trail
that’s on the edge of the earth, and it
feels as though he’s sharing a natural
wonder with anyone who walks it. ■

S GET TING THERE

WITH BC FERRIES

VANCOUVER (Horseshoe Bay)
– NANAIMO (Departure Bay)
Crossing time:
1 HOUR, 40 MINUTES
Get to Ucluelet and its number one
attraction in just under 3 hours, by car,
from BC Ferries’ Nanaimo terminal. After
driving through some of Vancouver Island’s
most stunning forests and mountains,
lace up and explore the rugged beauty
of the Pacific Northwest along the Wild
Pacific Trail.
FOR SAILING SCHEDULES AND
RESERVATIONS VISIT bcferries.com
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| COA S TA L V I E W S |

F E A ST YO U R E Y E S
From its wild, untouched landscapes to its dramatic, misty seascapes,
coastal BC is brimming with inspiring views. We asked eight locals
to share some of their personal favourites.
1

2
1 One of my favourites is Botany Bay, in Botanical
Beach Provincial Park, just past Port Renfrew. After a
20-minute walk on a trail through the forest, you come
to a secluded, sandy beach with tide pools, sandstone
rock formations and views out to the Pacific. I love how
it feels off-the-beaten-path. —Karin Olafson
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3

2 The view from the top of Mount Galiano (on
Galiano Island) is remarkable. The hike uphill through
the towering trees leads to a clearing with a glorious
overview of the southern entrance to Active Pass and a
multitude of Gulf Islands sprinkled in the Salish Sea.
—Hans Tammemagi

3 I adore the view from the bluffs at Helliwell
Provincial Park on Hornby Island. There’s something
almost spiritual about looking out at the vast stretch
of ocean while standing on those open, grassy bluffs,
which always seem warm and sunny, no matter what
the season. —Jody Patterson

4 I love looking south from Saxe
Point Park in Esquimalt, in Greater
Victoria. Across the Strait of Juan de
Fuca lie the Olympic Mountains. On
a sunny day, the Olympics look close
enough to swim to; on a foggy day,
they disappear. This view always
makes me feel like anything is possible.
—Jessica Woollard

7

5

8

6

Facing page and this page: photos 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 Alamy Stock Photo; photo 6 by Dan Mitchell; photo 7 Destination BC/Maurice Li

4

5 It’s hard to pick just one
viewpoint because the whole coast
is so beautiful. But there’s something
truly magical about waking up to
a sunrise breaking over the Coast
Mountains on the Mainland, as viewed
from one of the seaside resorts in
Parksville or Courtenay (on Vancouver
Island), and watching the golden light
spill molten across the Salish Sea.
—Joanne Sasvari
6 I love the Nanoose area, about
20 minutes up the coast from Nanaimo.
There’s a bay where the beach is a
massive oyster bed full of sea stars and
tiny crabs. If you take a kayak around
Mistaken Island off Cottam Point, you’ll
see seals, sea lions and bald eagles just
about everywhere you look.
—Julia Williams
7 Third Beach in Stanley Park is my
backyard-with-a-view in the summer.
Minutes from downtown Vancouver
yet separated by old-growth forest,
this sandy stretch on English Bay is
where I launch into the water for a dip,
watch seals and sea vessels from afar
and catch truly stellar sunsets.
—Barb Sligl
8 My favourite view in BC is from San
Josef Bay beach in Cape Scott Provincial
Park. Located on the northern tip of
Vancouver Island (a short drive from
Port Hardy), it’s a vast swath of soft
white sand backed by dense trees and
framed on either side by dark, forested
slopes. It’s breathtaking, rarely busy
and utterly magical — especially if you
stop for a picnic between the slender
volcanic-rock stacks that stand like
statues on one end of the beach.
—John Lee ■
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BC'S CENTRAL COAST
BY JOHN LEE

Working their way along the shoreline in search of herring eggs to
eat, these sea wolves are among the diverse and captivating fauna
that thrive in the Great Bear Rainforest on BC’s Central Coast.
P H OTO B Y I A N M C A L L I S T E R
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SPECTACULAR
BY NATURE
Four local takes on what makes BC’s
Central Coast so unforgettable.
FJORD-STREAKED SHORELINES and
dense woodlands teeming with wildlife fringe
the sawtooth crags of British Columbia’s
Central Coast region. Gateway to the rugged
Great Bear Rainforest, this region is so idyllic
that it’s easy to believe Mother Nature is the
only resident here. But from Bella Bella to
Bella Coola and beyond, independent-minded

Ian Mcallister/National Geographic Creative

locals also call this area home. And they enjoy
welcoming curious visitors to a remote yet
accessible backcountry swath that has long
been regarded as one of Canada’s must-see
wilderness wonderlands.
Here, four Central Coasters share their
insights on what makes their part of the world
such a magical place.

onboardmagazine.ca | 2018
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“This is largely a place where bears can still be bears. They’re feeding
from the same streams they’ve fed from for thousands of years.”
— Kyle Artelle

TA H I R I H G O F F I C :
N AT U R A L I N S P I R AT I O N
When artist Tahirih Goffic vacationed
with her parents in the Bella Coola Valley
as a child, she found her imagination fully
engaged. “I remember playing in the creeks
and roaming the forests,” she says. “The
mountains and cascading waterfalls made it
30
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really easy to believe that trolls, fairies and
sasquatch were living here. I vowed that
when I grew up, I would live here as well.”
Since 1995, that childhood pledge has
been a reality for the painter, who was born
in Quesnel. And the area she fell for all those
years ago is now a muse for many of her
canvases, mostly works in oil plus occasional

Main photo by Ian McAllister; Tahirih Goffic by Karie-Anne LeGoffic; Kyle Artelle by Alena Ebeling-Schuld

Black bears
searching for
salmon in the
Great Bear
Rainforest.

forays into acrylic and watercolour. “I’m
known for my realistic wildlife scenes, but I
also love painting people pictures — especially children, musicians and the elderly.”
Goffic’s region-focused paintings have
ranged from dramatic depictions of bears,
salmon and bald eagles to forest-framed old
churches. The area, it seems, has absorbed

itself into her work. “Living here has provided me a place with little of the distractions of the modern world, helping me to
focus and be more productive,” she says.
That level of focus also inspired Goffic
to create Dragonfly Studio Gallery next to
her Hagensborg home, about 16 kilometres
from the Bella Coola townsite. “It’s a short

commute for me,” she jokes, adding that
the gallery sells arts and crafts created by
herself and other locals.
The gallery’s artists come from a widely
diverse creative community. “There are lots
of artists and musicians here,” Goffic says.
She recommends that visitors to the area
check out Bella Coola’s summertime Sunday farmers’ market (which also showcases
local art) as well as Petroglyph Gallery and
Copper Sun Gallery. And July’s annual
Bella Coola Music Festival, she adds, is the
perfect way to hang with the locals and
enjoy some toe-tapping fun.
But the region’s finest artistic inspiration will always be the great outdoors. “It’s
picture-perfect here,” Goffic says. “Where
else can you look across an apple orchard at
a huge mountain streaked with waterfalls,
while bald eagles circle overhead and a
grizzly walks by?”
It’s this profound natural connection that
Goffic says makes the valley truly special.
“I’m fascinated by the minutiae of nature:
the moss, the ferns, the little mushrooms,
the smell in the rainforest. It expands my
imagination and puts me in a peaceful place
to create,” she says.

KYLE
ARTELLE:
WILDLIFE
A DVO C AT E
When Ontarioborn biologist
Kyle Artelle began
visiting Bella Bella
to investigate regional bear populations in
2010, he fell head-over-heels for the area’s
natural beauty. “After each field season, I
would always try to put off going back to
Victoria. Then, in 2014, I finally made the
move here,” he says.
Now combining his University of
Victoria postdoctoral fellowship with
a Raincoast Conservation Foundation
biologist position, Artelle is engaged in a
multi-year research project alongside five
regional First Nations and a clutch of universities around the world. The area’s ursine
residents are the project’s main focus.
“We’re non-invasively monitoring
the black and grizzly bear populations,”
says Artelle. “And we’re asking a host of
questions: how salmon numbers might
affect the bears; how different populations
are connected; and how populations are
shifting over time. This research helps us to
have our fingers on the pulse of these populations and to advance bear conservation.”
onboardmagazine.ca | 2018
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Amid the natural
grandeur of Walker
Island Park.
Opposite page:
The Thorsen Creek
petroglyphs.

So what does Artelle love about this
particular region? “It’s largely a place
where bears can still be bears,” he says.
“They’re feeding from the same streams
they’ve fed from for thousands of years
and they can still travel along the same
routes. Studying this area allows us to glean
insights on what a healthy bear ecosystem
looks like.”
It’s also a region where people know
how to live alongside their wild neighbours,
including the bears, as well as deer, sea
otters and coastal grey wolves. “There’s
an incredible wealth of local wisdom and
knowledge here, and I’ve had great mentorship and teaching from my colleagues
and collaborators from the Heiltsuk and
neighbouring Nations,” says Artelle. “I have
learned that the key to co-existence is in
realizing it’s often not the bears that need
‘managing,’ but our interactions with them
— and that’s a wonderful example for folks
living with wildlife elsewhere.”
Despite this local knowledge, there’s
still plenty of groundwork to be done.
The project’s study area covers more than
22,000 square kilometres and the team has
to visit hundreds of monitoring stations,
often by boat or helicopter. “We collect
32
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tiny hair tufts to identify individual bears
and infer their movements. This helps us
estimate population sizes.”
The work is exhaustive, but it hasn’t
diminished Artelle’s sense of wonder about
local wildlife. “A while back, I was shooting
photos of a bear walking on the shoreline
from a respectful distance,” he says. “Looking over the pictures later, I found there’d
actually been two bears: another had
popped out from the forest, photobombed
the first, then receded back into the trees. I
guess even bears enjoy a good photobomb!”
First-time visitors are often hungry for
animal encounters like this. But rather than
heading out alone, Artelle suggests booking
local tours or guides. “The Qqs Projects
Society can connect you with Heiltsuk
charters,” he says. Or try Kynoch Adventure Tours (kynochadventuretours.com).
Vacationing in the Central Coast isn’t
just about spotting unfettered wildlife,

though. “Visitors sometimes get the impression this is a wilderness area devoid of
people,” says Artelle. “But this is far from
the truth. It’s an area where wildlife has
co-existed with humans for millennia, and
I hope visitors take the opportunity to learn
a little about the rich local culture when
they visit.”

CHRIS NELSON:
NUX ALK
S TO RY T E L L E R
Cultural tour guide
Chris Nelson launched
his company, Copper
Sun Journeys, in Bella
Coola in 2015. “Originally, we were just
going to run walking tours,” Nelson says.
“But then a last-minute decision was made
to open the Copper Sun Gallery as well.”
Nelson, whose Nuxalk First Nation

“My ancestors passed down their knowledge over thousands of years
here, and visitors will see that we’re still living that knowledge today.”
— Chris Nelson

Facing page: Alamy (top); courtesy Copper Sun Journeys, Dano Pendygrasse (bottom). This page: courtesy Copper Sun Journeys, Dano Pendygrasse (top right)

name — Xawisus — means copper or
metallic sky, says that the tours he operates
out of his gallery are an ideal introductory
activity for visitors.
Well-known in the community (alongside identical twin brother, Lance), Nelson
has been familiarizing out-of-towners with
Nuxalk culture for more than 15 years. “It’s
an opportunity for us to show the world
we haven’t forgotten our traditional ways
and that we can tell our story with our own
voice. We show guests the sights, but we also
want them to leave understanding some of
our culture and history,” he says.
Copper Sun’s Walk of the Totems Tour
weaves around a host of intricately carved
local landmarks in Bella Coola, ending with
a visit to master carver Alvin Mack. “We also
stop at the Chief ’s house, telling the story of
his Chieftainship,” says Nelson. “And we visit
our Band school, where there are totems
carved by students and staff.”
The forest tour to the Thorsen Creek
petroglyphs delves even deeper, he adds,
exploring the often-tumultuous story of the
Nuxalk people, from creation to the arrival
of smallpox, and from the potlatch ban to
the present day. “It’s very important to talk
about this history. But while the sacred rock
petroglyphs remind us why we’re here on
this earth, I also like to tell people the earth
is always changing and always will.”
Nelson has witnessed many changes to
what was once a thriving fishing and logging
community. But he says visitor initiatives
like his tours — plus Copper Sun’s new

know the people who call the area home.
“There aren’t many places where you can
drive down the highway and notice everyone
waving at you,” he says. “My ancestors
passed down their knowledge over thousands of years here, and visitors will see that
we’re still living that knowledge today.”

RENE
MO RTO N:
GRA SSRO OTS
HI STO RI A N
When Cliff Kopas
opened his photo and
gift store in 1930s
Bella Coola, he aimed
to make it a community hub. Fast-forward
eight decades and Kopas Store — now
owned by Kopas’ daughter, Rene Morton,
and her husband — remains a beloved cornerstone of local life.
“We still sell copies of my father’s old
black-and-white photo postcards to collectors,” says Morton, adding that the store’s
product mix has evolved over the years to
include everything from household giftware
to local art. “Guests are always pleased that
our staff are all long-time residents happy
to help with their inquiries.”
The only daughter among four brothers,
Morton started behind the counter at Kopas
Store when she was just 13. But her affinity
with the region goes far beyond retail. “Like
my father, I was always really interested in
hearing stories about the locals,” she says,

“It’s refreshing and exhilitaring to live this close to nature.”
— Rene Morton
river-rafting excursions — provide valuable
local employment. And the gallery enables
area artists to gain fair prices for their paintings, carvings and jewellery. Many of the
works it displays feature a distinctive vibrant
blue hue — a Nuxalk hallmark.
Understanding this culture, says Nelson,
adds context to Bella Coola visits. But the
secret to a great stay, he believes, is to get to

S|

mentioning that her dad wrote two books
on the area, including Packhorses to the
Pacific: A Wilderness Honeymoon, a colourful account of his 1933 journey to Bella
Coola from Alberta.
Indeed, local history is an ongoing
passion for Morton. “There are so many interesting stories here,” she says, pointing to
a set of 13,000-year-old fossilized footprints
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PORT HARDY (Bear Cove) –
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discovered in the Calvert Island area in
2014 as an example.
Visitors, she adds, often share her interest in the area’s past. And while she sends
many out-of-towners to popular spots
including Clayton Falls and Walker Island
Park, she usually points history fans to the
“must-see” Thorsen Creek petroglyphs —
dozens of swirling rock carvings etched
into the rocks by some of the region’s
earliest locals. “Research dates them to
approximately 10,000 years ago,” she says.
“The artists are unknown, but I recommend seeking a Nuxalk guide to escort you
to the site.”
It’s not Morton’s only visitor tip: “You’ll
find a tourist information centre in town on
Mackenzie Street. And nearby is the Bella
Coola Valley Museum.” Housed in an 1892
heritage building and open from June to
September, the museum’s exhibits include
photos of the region’s pioneer days.
Wherever visitors choose to go, Morton
is confident that most people who come
here will fall in love with the place. “This
area is special mostly because of the pace
we keep,” she says. “And while it’s refreshing
and exhilarating to live this close to nature,
there’s also a real sense of independence. It’s
comfortable and secure here, but it also feels
very free.” ■

Starting this summer, journey north, direct from Port Hardy to Bella Coola,
and into the heart of the Great Bear Rainforest. The adventure begins when
you board the ferry, as you sail through the picturesque waters of the
Inside Passage, home to sea lions and humpback whales.

FOR SAILING SCHEDULES AND RESERVATIONS VISIT bcferries.com
onboardmagazine.ca | 2018
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ADVERTISING FEATURE

Join the Adventure!

TRIP ITINERARY:

E
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sidney by the sea

SID
TAGE!
ADVAN

#3
We also offer
Kayak & SUP
Rentals

SIDNEY
FREE PICK UP AT BC FERRIES!

sidneywhalewatching.com
1-8 8 8-656-759 9

Only a short drive from Downtown
Victoria, BC, Sidney is the gateway
to your Vancouver Island
adventure. Below is a suggested
itinerary for the perfect day in
this vibrant seaside town.

VICTORIA

#1

Number of days
to spend here

Ad:18BCF

YOUR ISLAND
ESCAPE
Discover the perfect blend of
contemporary style and comfort
at our boutique hotel
overlooking the Salish Sea

To fully experience all that Sidney and the
surrounding region has to offer you need to
spend at least two days to soak it all in.
Rich in history and surrounded in natural
beauty, Sidney is the gateway to Vancouver Island. Complete
with a vibrant boutique-shopping district (1) and many quaint
dining options including hand made crepes (2), you won’t know
where to start. To complete the Sidney experience, Victoria
Distillers (3), the only waterfront distillery on Vancouver Island
offers daily tours and tastings. Complete with a cozy lounge and
outdoor patio with sweeping views of Mount Baker and the
Salish Sea, the distillery will impress even the most discerning
libation connoisseur.

#2
Call toll free 1.866.659.9445
reservations@sidneypier.com
www.sidneypier.com
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The waterfront in Sidney offers many
experiences including the Town’s
sculpture walk and historic walking
tour. Be sure to visit with local
fisherman as you stroll down the iconic
Sidney fishing pier (4). You can also
hop on a whale watching (5) or guided
kayak tour right from the waterfront

ADVERTISING FEATURE

#4

#5

with Sidney Whale Watching. If you
want to visit the nearby wine region
and cidery (6), you can do so on
your way to the world-famous
Butchart Gardens, only a 15-minute
drive from Sidney.
If you happen to be visiting during
the summer season, you can enjoy
a host of special events including
the Sidney Street Market (Thursday
nights June to September),
Summer Sounds outdoor concerts
(Sunday’s July & August) and the
Torque Masters Car Show
Extravaganza (August) just to name
a few. Be sure to catch a show at
Mary Winspear Centre, the art &
culture hub of Sidney.

Sidney is known as Canada’s only Booktown so be sure to
peruse the 5 independent bookstores during your visit. If you
are bringing little ones, the Shaw Centre for the Salish Sea (7)
the BC Aviation Museum and the Sidney Museum offer special
hands-on experiences not to
#6
be missed!

#7

Want results?
... ask Carol Anne
CAROL
ANNE
FORSGREN
PERSONAL
REAL ESTATE
CORPORATION

Not selling or buying, but you know
someone who is?

I OFFER A
$500 THANK YOU REWARD
For all referrals that lead to sales!

ca.forsgren@forsgren.ca
PHONE
250.580.9136

Planning
a move or a
downsize and
wondering what
will fit?
With every move booked with us,
mention this ad for a
complimentary

PLAN YOUR TRIP
Sidney Destination Information
distinctlysidney.ca

The Cedarwood Inn & Suites
thecedarwood.ca

BC Ferries
bcferries.com

The Sidney Pier Hotel & Spa
sidneypier.com

Washington State Ferries
wsdot.wa.gov/ferries/

Sidney Waterfront Inn & Suites
sidneywaterfrontinn.com

COHO Ferry
cohoferry.com

Beacon Inn
thebeaconinn.com

Van Isle Marina
vanislemarina.com

Victoria Airport Travelodge
travelodge.ca

Port Sidney Marina
portsidney.com

Best Western Emerald Isle
bwemeraldisle.com

NEW HOME
FLOOR
PLAN

customized
with your
furnishings!

250-895-9136
www.home-2-home.ca
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Enjoy the
great taste of
White Spot
during your
sailing!
White Spot’s award-winning burger combos
are proudly served onboard. Made with 100%
fresh Canadian beef, vine-ripened tomatoes
and signature Kennebec fries our combos are
sure to make your sailing delicious.

Bacon Cheddar Burger

Available on select vessels.

HP AD #3
BC FERRIES AD – ON BOARD
WHITE SPOT
7.875W X 5.375H IN (BLEED)
CMYK
5
04.10.2015
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Top: Campbell Bay Music Festival by Steph Wetherell (left), Edge of the World Music Festival by Jason Shafto/Full Moon Photo (middle and right); Middle: Vancouver Folk Music Festival by Joe Perez (left),
Campbell Bay Music Festival by Elvira Parent (right); Bottom: Carmanah by Tyson Elder (left), Otalith by Christopher Pouget (middle), Otalith by Landon Sveinson

| COA S TA L M U S I C |
BY BARB SLIGL

SUMMER SOUND BITES

The outdoor festival season brings music-makers and concert-goers
together for one big, happy party on BC’s beautiful coast. S

onboardmagazine.ca | 2018
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T

he space is small, intimate and packed. There’s
a warm glow in the dark, retro lounge as the
microbrew-pint-clutching crowd grooves along
with the five-piece band playing in the corner.
The slick-haired singer, outfitted with a bolo tie
and strumming an acoustic guitar, serenades, yodels and
growls within the same song. Next to me, a fan gesticulates
and twitches on beat.

S

It’s hard not to be swept up in the
feel-good energy of this crowd gathered
around roots-based Americana band
Petunia and the Vipers at WISE Hall
in Vancouver’s East Side. Petunia, the
singer, says it’s one of his favourite venues. “It has a special community vibe
that people really seem to enjoy, and I
mean all people. [Fans] aged 20 to 90
come to see us here.”
The same could be said for coastal
BC’s outdoor music-festival circuit,
which Petunia and the Vipers is a part
of every summer; it’s a scene in which
a diverse and passionate group of
music-lovers — both performers and
fans — gather in offbeat spots with a
communal soul, set amid memorable
natural backdrops.
This performance at WISE is like a
warm-up for those summer nights.

M U S I C F O R E V E RYO N E
The festivals taking place along BC’s
coast are as eclectic as the artists and
enthusiasts playing and participating
in them — small and large, rustic
and urban. From the 40-year-strong
Vancouver Folk Music Festival in

|

Jericho Beach Park to the intimate
Campbell Bay Music Fest, held on a
Gulf Islands farm, there’s more on offer
than any one fan can experience in
one summer.
“No matter what your taste, there
is music for everyone,” says long-time
Vancouver-Whistler DJ Vinyl Ritchie.
“There are almost too many music festivals to choose from. It’s exhausting.”
I tend to agree. So, in the interest
of narrowing down my choices, I ask
him which ones he’d never miss. “My
must-go-to event is Otalith in Ucluelet,”
he says. “It’s a smaller, two-day, bandoriented vibe with a few DJs in a
beautiful location.”
Laura Mitic, singer in the
Victoria-based band Carmanah (known
for its West Coast soul), also has a
soft-spot for Otalith Festival, which is
set on the far-west edge of Vancouver
Island. “This beautiful festival holds
many magical memories for us,” she
says. “It’s the perfect size in that you can
get lost while making new friends, but
not so massive that [you’ll lose track of
who you came with]. We’ve played on
the main stage for an excited crowd, as
well as at a campfire stage in the middle

of the forest with 300 people gathered
around, listening intently in the dark.”
All along coastal BC, the music
scene is about beautiful settings and
engaged crowds. And for some local
musicians, the more isolated the scene,
the better.
“We particularly enjoy playing the
smaller community festivals,” says
Shawn Hall of the blues-based duo
The Harpoonist & The Axe Murderer.
“There’s a level of abandonment [at
these events] that leads to wilder life
moments.”
Folk-rock singer/songwriter Jenny
Ritter agrees. “My favourite gigs on
the festival circuit always turn out to
be in the smallest towns,” she says. “A
massive festival near a city has its benefits, but I love the community that is
so visibly built up around a small-town

M U S I C I A N S' P I C K S

9 SUMMER MUSIC FESTIVALS TO CHECK OUT

1
Campbell Bay
Music Fest,
Mayne Island
June 22 to 24

2

3

4

5

Vancouver Folk Vancouver Island Islands Folk Fest, Phillips Backyard
Music Festival,
MusicFest,
Vancouver Island
Weekender,
Jericho Beach
Comox Valley
July 20 to 22
Victoria
July 13 to 15
July 13 to 15
July 20 to 22

6

7

8

9

ArtsWells,
Central BC,
August 3 to 6

Edge of the
World Festival,
Haida Gwaii
August 10 to 12

Rifflandia,
Victoria
September
13 to 16

Otalith, Ucluelet
Returning
August 2019

Previous page: Campbell Bay Music Fest (top left and middle right), Edge of the World Festival (top centre and top right), Vancouver Folk Music Festival (middle right), Otalith
Festival (bottom left to right). This page: Campbell Bay Music Fest. Opposite page: Scenes from The Phillips Backyard Weekender festival — a local favourite in Victoria.
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“No matter what your taste, there is music for everyone. There are
almost too many music festivals to choose from. It’s exhausting.”
Facing page: Elvira Parent. This page: all photos courtesy Phillips Backyard Weekender,
by Luke Connor Visual (top); Dean Kalyan (bottom left); Lillie Louise (bottom right)

— DJ Vinyl Ritchie

festival.” She names ArtsWells Festival
in northern BC as “summer camp for
musicians.” And, because there’s no cell
service there and it’s a trek to get to,
everyone is “really there, very present,”
Ritter says.
Back on the coast, on a Mayne Island
farm, Campbell Bay also has that summer-camp feel. “Campbell Bay Music
Fest is the most grassroots of them all,”
says Ritter of the stay-small, two-day
event that always sells out. “There’s also
a beautiful visual art element to the festival, installations created across the property, and a community stage at the local
farmer’s market, which anybody can

attend. It’s a really special weekend, and
attendees are asked to treat the property
and community as if it were their own,
which is a lovely thing to observe.”

F R O M I CO N I C TO
U N D E R -T H E - R A DA R
Of course, the larger and more-urban
fests have their place, too. Iconic Vancouver band 54-40 (inducted into the
Canadian Music Hall of Fame last year),
was the big closing act at the Vancouver
Island MusicFest in the Comox Valley
a couple of years ago, and the event
impressed them.

S
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edge of the world
love Haida Gwaii

“There’s something so personal about
the Edge of the World Festival; you
get to connect with the communnity
and the other artists.”
— Felicia Harding

a West Coast musical event,” says Frye.
“And our 2017 set in their overheated
and gushingly charming little chapel
was one of our best of the past 10 years.
Total festival bliss.”
Nearby, in Victoria, a series of fests
roll out over the summer, one of which
got international coverage last year in
Rolling Stone magazine. The Phillips
Backyard Weekender takes place at one
of the city’s best-loved microbreweries
(Phillips Brewery), transforming a
parking lot into an open-air, three-day
party every July.
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Playing there was a highlight for the
alt pop-rock group Fortune Killers —
dubbed one of Victoria’s best up-andcoming acts in the same Rolling Stone
piece. “Hitting the stage at Phillips
Backyard Weekender in Victoria and
getting interviewed by Rolling Stone
magazine was a huge moment for us,”
says the band’s singer, Felicia Harding.
“It was very surreal and thrilling.”
This year, the band hopes to play the
event’s sister fest, the bigger, end-ofsummer Rifflandia. “It’s our favourite
local festival,” says Harding.
And yet, like every other artist I
talked to, for Harding, smaller is better
when it comes to the festivals in other
coastal BC communities. “We really
love small-town festivals … and among
our favourites is Edge of the World
Festival on Haida Gwaii,” says Harding.
“There’s something so personal about
[it]; you get to connect with the community and the other artists and it’s really
special. Magical even. Plus, the scenery
is stunning — I’ve never seen the stars
so bright as in Haida Gwaii.”

BRINGING THE FUN
Whatever the location — the wilds of
Haida Gwaii; a farm on Mayne Island;
the western shores of Vancouver Island;
the urban beaches of Vancouver or a
microbrewery in Victoria — the BC
crowd brings the fun, loves to dance and
lets loose at summer festivals.
“I remember at Tall Tree festival
[in Port Renfrew], a couple dressed like
beautiful, glittery fawns was dancing in
the front row. They came up to me after
the show and told me they’d fallen in
love to ‘Dust and Bones,’ our first single
[released under the band name Isobel
Trigger],” says Harding. “One of my
favourite memories.”
It’s a sweet story that underlines the
come-togetherness of BC’s music-fest
scene. And it makes me think of Petunia, belting out ballads in that romperroom-like lounge in East Vancouver,
after which fans yelled “crickets, crickets” for an encore. They were asking to
hear “The Cricket Song,” which nods
to the sound of those vocal insects on a
warm, full-moon-lit Canadian night.
Here’s to crickets, crickets all
summer long. ■

THE
ISLAND’S
HIDDEN JEWEL

BREATHTAKING

Edge of the World Music Festival by Jason Shafto/Full Moon Photo

“The festival is large but it retains a
homey, organic feel, with diverse music
and entertaining workshops,” says
bassist Brad Merritt. “There’s something
for everyone.” He also gives a shoutout to the “one-of-a-kind” Vancouver
Folk Music Festival on the shores of
his hometown, overlooking English
Bay, the North Shore mountains and
downtown’s skyscrapers. It’s the “best
mainstage view in all of North America,” says Chris Frye of Victoria-based
folk/roots/rock quintet, The Bills.
Last year, The Bills also played at
Islands Folk Fest on Providence Farm
outside of Duncan as part of a celebration of the band’s 20th anniversary.
“The festival pulsates with positivity
and grooviness — it’s the [epitome] of

Winner of
BC’s Remarkable
Experience Award
OPEN
YEAR ROUND
RANKED #1

250.248.7829
HORNELAKE.COM

HOLIDAY INN
EXPRESS & SUITES
COMOX VALLEY

· Indoor swimming pool,
whirlpool and waterslide
· Complimentary Hot buffet
Breakfast included
· 24hr Fitness center, 24hr
business center, free WI-FI

· Quite bayside location in the
heart of Courtenay
· Convenience center with
fridge, microwave and
Hot Beverage Maker
· 32” LCD Flat screen TV

1-778-225-0010 | 2200 Cliffe Ave., Courtenay, BC V9N 2L4

Vancouver Island’s

Best Kept Secrets
Hidden pathways, secluded bays, endless views and hand-crafted items—discover the hidden
treasures of one of the world’s most spectacular places.

NOT JUST
TOFINO
ANYMORE
UP TO
3X DAILY
TO 5X DAILY
STARTING
MAY 17TH

Port Hardy-Campbell River-Courtenay-Nanaimo
Ladysmith-Chemainus-Duncan-Victoria-Vancouver

SEE OUR SCHEDULE

Vancouver-Victoria-Nanaimo-ParksvillePort Alberni-Tofino

The North Island Express
Tofino Express

Vancouver Ferry Shuttle

Horseshoe Bay Ferry Terminal to and from
Vancouver Bus Depot

Premier First Nations
Destination Hotel
Port Hardy, BC
www.KwalilasHotel.ca
1-855-949-8525
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| MEET THE CREW |

B Y J O DY PAT T E R S O N

|

P H OTO G R A P H Y B Y D E A N K A LYA N

WOMEN ON
T H E W AT E R
These five female captains believe the future is bright
for women in the marine industry.

M

ost memorable moment on the
job: for Susan Sharp, it was the
day she looked out her “office”
window to see humpback
whales in all directions.
For Nadine Fraser, it was the time she
and her crew resolved a critical mechanical
problem without incident, and how proud
she felt. For Tracy Fleming, it was flying
into a seaside community for work and
thinking, “How cool is this!”
There’s no doubt about it: being a
captain at BC Ferries is exciting work, say
five female captains at the helm of ferries on
Southern Gulf Islands routes.
42
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“I’ve been with BC Ferries for 28 years,
and a captain since 2015,” says Fraser, a
Master on the Mayne Queen. “It started as a
summer job for me that just evolved once I
made a decision to stay. I love my job. I really love it. How many people can say that?”

T H E R O U T E TO
MASTER MARINER
Ferry captains are called master mariners.
There are two main routes to that certification: Complete a four-year apprenticeship
program at a marine institute offering the
courses required by Transport Canada; or

do what every one of the five women interviewed for this story did — take a job with
BC Ferries and work your way up, meeting
requirements over time for academic training and hours at sea.
That latter route takes a little longer —
seven to 10 years, say the captains gathered
around the table in a meeting room at
Swartz Bay ferry terminal on this day for a
conversation about their careers. But being
able to work and go to school at the same
time is a big plus when looking to develop
your career without having to give up economic security, say the captains.
“I started back when the Earth was
cooling,” jokes Lynn Steiner, the veteran of
the group after 18 years as a ferry captain.
“It wasn’t always an easy place for women
in the early years. But things have changed
so much since then.”

Left to right: Tracy Fleming, Lynn Steiner, Susan Sharp, Nadine Fraser and Michelle Le Tourneau.

and Canada’s navy didn’t see its first female
commanding ship officer until 2003.)
The barriers to the top that once got in
the way of women mariners have largely
vanished in the last 10 to 15 years, say the
five captains. Technology is changing the
roles that once required brute strength,
and shifting thinking at every level is
taking care of the rest. Add in a worldwide
shortage of certified personnel for maritime
work, and the future is bright for women
looking for a great career.
“What really stands out for me is that
it’s possible to do your training while being
employed, and you’re not spending vast
amounts on education to do that,” says
Fleming.
Schooling for other well-paid professions can leave people saddled with tens of
thousands of dollars in student loans, but
Fleming notes that her own studies 20 years
ago to become a watchkeeping mate were
much more affordable. It’s also possible to
challenge some of the academic requirements by taking (and passing) specific
exams, as both Fraser and Le Tourneau
have done.

Steiner was the third female captain
in BC Ferries history when she got her
certification in 2001. Nadine Fraser and
Michelle Le Tourneau, meanwhile, are both
in their third year as captains. Susan Sharp
has been a captain since 2012, and Tracy
Fleming since 2010.
BC Ferries currently has six active
female master mariners — a small percentage of the total 121 active captains who
work for the company, but notable in an
industry that, globally, is still in the early
stages of placing women into command positions. (In the U.S., women couldn’t attend
maritime academies until the late 1970s,

ON THE JOB
A ship captain is essentially the manager
of the vessel under her control, charged
with finding that perfect balance between
customer service, regulatory compliance,
corporate policy and handling various
weather demands.
The Skeena Queen — Susan Sharp’s
vessel — has a crew of eight and carries as
many as 450 passengers and 100 vehicles.
She needs to be prepared for anything
during her shift, from the occasional
mechanical challenge to storms and rogue
pleasure boats.
“There’s a long list of things that could
go wrong when you’re responsible not just
for cargo, but for walking, talking cargo,”
says Nadine Fraser. “But that’s a major part
of our training — not just how you respond
in an emergency, but how you execute that
crisis plan when needed.”
Is there a typical work day for a BC
Ferries captain?

“I love my job. I really love it. How many people can say that?”
— Captain Nadine Fraser

“No!” the group cries in unison.
“Each day is different, and there’s so
much opportunity to try new things,” says
Michelle Le Tourneau. “It’s a dynamic job.”
While they love their work, the captains
acknowledge the weight of their roles.
“The degree of responsibility really
resonated with me when I became a captain,” recalls Fraser when asked what first
surprised her about the job.
Sharp agrees, remembering the day
when she realized “I have 600 lives in
my hands.” Teamwork is essential, with
captains counting on the support of their
on-board crew and colleagues on shore.
None of the women began their ferry
careers with a vision of becoming captain.
Lynn Steiner was a single mother looking
to support her family. Tracy Fleming was
working on a fishing boat and recognized
there wasn’t “a huge future” in that industry. And Nadine Fraser recalls a “why not?”
moment as she worked her way through
ferry jobs that included serving food in the
cafeteria and working in the terminals.
She credits those experiences with making her a better captain. “I know that were I
to give the ship a lot of throttle, it’s going to
rattle the cook,” Fraser says. “And you don’t
want to rattle the cook.”

LO O K I N G A H E A D
What will it take to bring more women into
this profession? More awareness is needed,
agrees the group.
Women can start out in virtually any
job with BC Ferries and work their way up
to captain from there, says Fraser.
Some maritime careers involve weeks or
months at a time at sea, but a ferry captain
is home most nights, with many opportunities to switch jobs or locations.
And then there are the unexpected
delights, like when Michelle Le Tourneau
got to captain a newly built ferry through
the Panama Canal and home to BC waters.
“I never would have imagined that was
something I’d get to do in my lifetime,” says
Le Tourneau.
“There’s so much room in this company
to progress,” says Fleming, who has now
moved into a new career as an International
Safety Management internal auditor with
BC Ferries. “There has been a culture shift
in the industry, and it’s very exciting to be
part of that.” ■
onboardmagazine.ca | 2018
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FACEBOOK: @timelesslaserandbodyclinic
INSTAGRAM: @timelesslaserbodyclinic
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BOWEN ISLAND
BY JOHN LEE

BEAUTIFUL
BOWEN
Experience this easy day-trip destination like a local.

B

Alamy Stock Photos

lue sky filters through the copper-coloured arbutus
trees that frame the view of Howe Sound from the
summit of Mount Gardner. Near the lookout, a statuestill woodpecker waits for a hawk to pass overhead,
while a tiny Douglas squirrel zips like a skimmed pebble across
the sun-dappled trail. On Bowen Island, this sort of serene, allnatural scene is blissfully typical.
N AT U R E - B A S E D
OFFERINGS
An easy 20-minute ferry hop from West
Vancouver’s Horseshoe Bay, Bowen Island
feels idyllically far away — which is a prime
reason why most locals choose to live here,
and a huge hook for visitors who’ve made
this spot a charming day-trip for decades.
“I love everything about it,” says Hilary
Butler, a Bowenite for 36 years. “You know
you’re in a very different place as soon as
you step off the ferry.”
With a passion for the island’s natural
side, Butler helped to author the popular

Bowen Island Trails Guide, and she has a
number of favourite paths. “Killarney Lake
trail is very accessible — you could do it in
flip-flops — but Mount Gardner is a steeper
trek with amazing views,” she says, adding
that eagle or deer sightings are not unusual
here, and that the Headwaters Park and
Quarry Park areas are magically tranquil.

C H AT T Y B A R S A N D
R E S TAU R A N T S
While Bowen’s nature-based offerings are
many, regular visitors are also lured by
its chatty bars and restaurants, several of

which line the boardwalks of Snug Cove,
just steps from the ferry dock.
“Going to the pub here is like Cheers
— everyone knows your name,” says local
software engineer and self-described “food
nerd” Rob Bailey.
Topping his menu of recommended
Bowen hangouts is Rustique Bistro. “They
serve authentic, great value dishes with
almost everything made from scratch,” says
Bailey, who is especially fond of the lobster
bisque. Uphill from Snug Cove, Artisan
Eats is a favourite breakfast spot, while
Bailey’s dinner pick is the cozy Tuscany
Restaurant, where dishes like house-made
mushroom ravioli are “prepared with love.”

ISL AND STUDIOS
AND GALLERIES
Many of Bowen’s 3,680 residents are also
artists, and, according to resident oil painter
Marie Neys, who is part of the Bowen Island
Arts Council, the island hosts regular exhibitions for art-lovers within the community
onboardmagazine.ca | 2018
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Copper Sun
Journeys
and Gallery
INTRODUCING
Rafting the
Bella Coola River
BOOK YOUR TOUR TODAY

250.267.6430
VISIT US AT OUR LOCATION IN BELLA COOLA
442 MACKENZIE STREET

and beyond. Self-guided explorations of
island studios and galleries are also popular
with visitors. And soon, Bowen will have
even more spaces to check out.
“Snug Cove’s Catching Stars Gallery will
open sometime in 2018, and it will showcase
the work of around 25 artists, mostly from
Bowen. There will be paintings, jewellery,
Indigenous art — we have artists working in
just about every field here,” says Neys.

O L D E N - DAYS A P P E A L
The number of locals and visitors who glean
artistic inspiration on Bowen is no surprise
to Jody Lorenz, a Bowenite who runs
fascinating guided walks via Bowen Island
Tours. According to Lorenz, the beauty of
the easily accessible island has been luring
people over from the mainland long before
BC Ferries’ services launched in the 1960s.
“In the 1930s and 1940s, hundreds of
steamship visitors used to arrive here on
summer days,” says Lorenz. “Many were
on company picnics from Vancouver, and
there were all kinds of activities, including
a dance hall, to keep them busy.”
Reminders of bygone eras still dot the
island, including a clutch of cute wooden
resort cottages — one of which, The Museum Cottage, is a yesteryear house museum
decorated with nostalgic knick-knacks and
1920s period-piece furniture.
For Lorenz, Bowen’s olden-days appeal
as a restorative retreat still resonates today.
“I always feel like I’m on vacation here,” she
says. “It’s so easy to connect to nature, and
we have such an engaged island community. I fell in love with this place when I
moved from the city five years ago, and I’ve
loved it ever since.” ■

S GET TING THERE

WITH BC FERRIES

Your Place On The Sunshine Coast
Madeira Park, Pender Harbour | paintedboat.com | 1.866.902.3955

Contemporary Waterfront Villas . The Lagoon Restaurant
The SPA & Serenity Garden . Deep Moorage Marina
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VANCOUVER (Horseshoe Bay)
– BOWEN ISLAND (Snug Cove)
Crossing time: 20 MINUTES
The Queen of Capilano services Bowen
Island with daily sailings starting at 5:20 am
and running until 10:20 pm during the
summer months. The short scenic journey
takes you into the heart of the Howe Sound.
Once at Snug Cove, shopping, dining and
island exploration await a short stroll from
the terminal.
FOR SAILING SCHEDULES AND
RESERVATIONS VISIT bcferries.com
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Best Kept Secrets
of Victoria

Find a perfect room with an even better view, and explore ideal spaces to stay in Victoria.
Lavish and luxurious or convenient and cost-conscious, your choice is never wrong.

This summer get unprecedented access to a Panda Conservation
Centre, travel back in time to ancient Egypt, take a musical journey
through America and much more. Live the adventure in IMAX.

250-480-4887
imaxvictoria.com
IMAX® is a registered trademark of IMAX Corporation
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Our Fleet

New Vessel

For more information about our vessels, visit bcferries.com

Northern Sea Wolf
Built: 2000, Greece
Maximum Speed: 14 knots
Passenger & Crew Capacity: 150
The Sea Wolf is believed to be the land manifestation
of the Orca and has come to symbolize family and
loyalty in First Nations culture. Today, it is said that the
spirit of the Sea Wolf protects those travelling their
waters. This summer, travel direct between Port Hardy
and Bella Coola on board BC Ferries’ newest vessel
through the picturesque waters of the Inside Passage.
Welcome to the ﬂeet!

Salish Eagle

Nimpkish
Built: 1973, Vancouver
Maximum Speed: 11 knots
Passenger & Crew
Capacity: 95

Powell River Queen
Built: 1965, Victoria
Maximum Speed: 14.5 knots
Passenger & Crew
Capacity: 400

Bowen Queen
Built: 1965, Victoria
Maximum Speed: 14.5 knots
Passenger & Crew
Capacity: 400

Kahloke
Built: 1973, Vancouver
Maximum Speed: 10 knots
Passenger & Crew
Capacity: 200

Mayne Queen
Built: 1965, Victoria
Maximum Speed: 14.5 knots
Passenger & Crew
Capacity: 400

Quadra Queen II
Built: 1969, Vancouver
Maximum Speed: 12.5 knots
Passenger & Crew
Capacity: 150

Queen of Capilano
Built: 1991, Vancouver
Maximum Speed: 12 knots
Passenger & Crew
Capacity: 457

Queen of Coquitlam
Built: 1976, Vancouver
Maximum Speed: 20.5 knots
Car Capacity: 316

Kuper
Built: 1985 – Lengthened in 2006
Maximum Speed: 10 knots
Passenger & Crew
Capacity: 269

Queen of Oak Bay
Built: 1981, Victoria
Maximum Speed: 20.5 knots
Car Capacity: 308

Coastal Celebration
Built: 2007, Germany
Maximum Speed: 23 knots
Car Capacity: 310

Queen of Alberni
Built: 1976, Vancouver
Maximum Speed: 21 knots
Car Capacity: 280

Kwuna
Built: 1975, Victoria
Maximum Speed: 9.5 knots
Passenger & Crew
Capacity: 150

Baynes Sound Connector
Built: 2015, Vancouver
Maximum Speed: 8.5 knots
Passenger & Crew
Capacity: 150

Salish Orca
Built: 2016, Poland
Maximum Speed: 15.5 knots
Passenger & Crew
Capacity: 600
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Coastal Inspiration
Built: 2008, Germany
Maximum Speed: 23 knots
Passenger & Crew
Capacity: 1,604

Quinsam
Built: 1982, Vancouver
Maximum Speed: 12 knots
Passenger & Crew
Capacity: 400
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Spirit of British Columbia
Built: 1993, Victoria
Maximum Speed: 19.5 knots
Passenger & Crew
Capacity: 2,100

North Island Princess
Built: 1958, Vancouver
Maximum Speed: 13 knots
Passenger & Crew
Capacity: 150

Salish Eagle
Built: 2016, Poland
Maximum Speed: 15.5 knots
Car Capacity: 138

Klitsa
Built: 1972, Vancouver
Maximum Speed: 10 knots
Passenger & Crew
Capacity: 150

Tachek
Built: 1969, Vancouver
Maximum Speed: 12.5 knots
Passenger & Crew
Capacity: 150

Howe Sound Queen
Built: 1964, Quebec
Maximum Speed: 9.75 knots
Passenger & Crew
Capacity: 300

Northern Adventure
Built: 2004
Maximum Speed: 20.5 knots
Car Capacity: 87

Queen of Cumberland
Built: 1992, Vancouver
Maximum Speed: 12.5 knots
Car Capacity: 112

Queen of Surrey
Built: 1981, Vancouver
Maximum Speed: 20.5 knots
Car Capacity: 308

Northern Expedition
Built: 2009, Germany
Maximum Speed: 20.5 knots
Car Capacity: 115

Quinitsa
Built: 1977, Vancouver
Maximum Speed: 9.75 knots
Passenger & Crew
Capacity: 300

Salish Raven
Built: 2016, Poland
Maximum Speed: 15.5 knots
Passenger & Crew
Capacity: 600

Coastal Renaissance
Built: 2007, Germany
Maximum Speed: 23 knots
Car Capacity: 310

Skeena Queen
Built: 1997, Vancouver
Maximum Speed: 17.3 knots
Car Capacity: 92

Queen of New Westminster
Built: 1964, Victoria
Maximum Speed: 20 knots
Car Capacity: 254

Island Sky
Built: 2008, Vancouver
Maximum Speed: 14.5 knots
Car Capacity: 112

Spirit of Vancouver Island
Built: 1994, Victoria
Maximum Speed: 19.5 knots
Car Capacity: 358

Queen of Cowichan
Built: 1976, Victoria
Maximum Speed: 20.5 knots
Passenger & Crew
Capacity: 1,494

Discover the untamed wilderness of the North.
Experience the remote expanse of BC’s breathtaking North Coast. Journey up the
famed Inside Passage to Prince Rupert and spend your days admiring grizzly bears in
their natural habitat. Or sail to Haida Gwaii and immerse yourself in the region’s
rich Indigenous culture and spectacular landscape.
Our travel experts can help you plan your perfect North Coast getaway, including
hotel, ferry and activities.

FROM

$

*

1,075
PER PERSON/DBL. OCC.

INSIDE PASSAGE HIGHLIGHTS TOUR (SELF-DRIVE) INCLUDES:
· 5-nights’ hotel in 4 locations
· Grizzly bear or whale-watching tour (seasonal)†
· 2 sailings: Metro Vancouver to Vancouver Island and
Port Hardy to Prince Rupert

Three easy ways to book:
· bcferries.com/vacations
· 1-888-BC FERRY Ext. 3
· Visit us at 1010 Canada Place, Vancouver, BC
Left hand photo: Destination BC/Brandon Hartwig *Plus GST and surcharges. Prices quoted are per person in Canadian dollars based on double occupancy and include one-way ferry from Metro
Vancouver to Vancouver Island and one-way ferry from Port Hardy to Prince Rupert. Valid for new bookings only and may not be combined with any other offer. Based on availability. Some
restrictions apply. †Grizzly bear tour is offered from May 13 – July 28, 2018. Whale-watching tour is offered from August 2 – September 23, 2018. BC Reg. 48839.
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Where we sail

With an expanding fleet of 35 vessels that serve up to 47 ports of call, we take great pride in operating as one of the world’s
largest ferry operators and connecting you with the people and communities of BC’s magnificent coast. See you on board soon.
To the Alaska Highway

Terrace
Prince Rupert

Masset

Smithers

16

Kitimat
Prince George
Skidegate
Alliford Bay

Sandspit

16

To Jasper

fjordland
recreation
area
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tweedsmuir
park

McLoughlin Bay
Bella Bella

Anahim Lake
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Ocean Falls

Quesnel

Nimpo Lake

20

Hagensborg

Shearwater
Denny Island

97

Puntzi Lake
Tatla Lake

hakai
recreation
area

Williams Lake

Alexis
Creek

24
97

Banff

Railroad
Highways
BC Ferries Routes
Alaska Marine Highway

southern
gulf islands

Port Hardy
Port McNeill

Penelakut Island
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Saturna Island
Otter Bay,
Pender Islands
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Comox
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Powell River
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Saltery Bay
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Texada Island

19

Sturdies Bay, Galiano Island
Village Bay, Mayne Island

Victoria
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Cortes Island

Denman Island

Thetis Island
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Pemberton
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19a
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19a

19

Nanaimo
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14

Sooke

5

Horseshoe Bay

Vancouver
Tsawwassen

Hope
7
1

Harrison Hot Springs

Southern Gulf Islands
(see inset)
Bellingham

Chemainus

Port Renfrew

Whistler

Swartz Bay
Brentwood Bay

Victoria

5

washington

Seattle

Spectacular sunsets. Breathtaking beaches.
Urban adventures.
Explore the many activities BC’s South Coast has to offer. Wander down Victoria’s
cobblestone streets, surf impressive swells in Tofino, explore Parksville’s endless beaches,
dine at world-class restaurants in Vancouver or kayak along the idyllic Sunshine Coast.
Our travel experts can help you plan your perfect South Coast getaway, including
hotel, ferry and activities.

FROM

$

*

169
PER PERSON/DBL. OCC.

VICTORIA PACKAGES INCLUDE:
· 2-night stay
· Return ferry
· FREE parking

Three easy ways to book:
· bcferries.com/vacations
· 1-888-BC FERRY Ext. 3
· Visit us at 1010 Canada Place, Vancouver, BC
Top left photo: Destination BC/Albert Normandin *Plus GST and surcharges. Price reflects a 2-night stay at the Days Inn Victoria Uptown. Prices quoted are per person in Canadian dollars based
on double occupancy and include round-trip ferry between Metro Vancouver and Vancouver Island for two adults and one car. Valid for new bookings only and may not be combined with any other
offer. Based on availability. Some restrictions apply. BC Reg. 48839.
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